Third Grade Weekly Facts for Nov. 20 - 22

Reading - “Bat Loves the Night” pg. 210-225

story vocabulary
1. detail - several items of important information
2. squeak - a short, high-pitched sound
3. echoes - repeating sounds caused by rebounding of sound waves from a surface
4. swoops - to descend or go down quickly with a sweeping motion
5. twitch - to move with a slight jerk
6. slithers - to move in a slippery way
7. doze - to sleep lightly
8. snuggles - to curl up closely

TEST: TUES, NOV. 21

Your child should be able to correctly use these words in a sentence.

Math - Developing Strategies for Addition and Subtraction

~ subtract with estimating and regrouping

We will begin our multiplication facts next week!! Multiplication rings will come home on Monday night!!! We begin with the 2 facts. I cannot stress enough how very important it is to practice these facts EVERY night!!! By the end of third grade your child should know their facts from 0-12 to be prepared for fourth grade. Once your child passes a set of mad minutes, a new set of facts will be added to the ring. Please continue to practice ALL facts on the ring. There are REVIEW mad minutes because it is SO important to know these multiplication facts. www.multiplication.com is also an excellent resource.

Spelling/Grammar/Writing

~ vowel sounds in talk
~ TEST, NOV. 22
~ what is informational writing?

Science/Social Studies

~wrap up friction
~ Native Americans

Important Info.
~ Chilly weather has arrived. Please be sure your child has the appropriate outside clothes for recess. We do go outside unless it is extremely cold.
~ Please continue to send in coins for COINS FOR CARING!!!
~ 12:15 DISMISSAL ON WED, NOV. 22 and NO SCHOOL - THURS, FRI- NOV. 23, 24